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An analysis is made of the interaction of muonium and positronium atoms with magnetized 
substances. It is shown that the effective field generated in such substances as a result of the 
exchange scattering gives rise to the linear Zeeman effect in the positronium levels with m = ± 1. 
Equations are derived for the evolution of the polarization characteristics of muonium. It is shwon 
that the effective exchange field alters considerably the precession frequency of a p. + meson. 

1. One of the present authors [1 ,2] has shown that a 
beam of electrons (including electrons in atoms) 
traversing a magnetized substance (gas, liquid, or solid) 
experiences not only the usual macroscopic magnetic 
field B but also an additional quasimagnetic effective 
field G. The latter field appears because of the exchange 
Coulomb scattering of electrons. This field resembles 
the molecular Weiss field responsible for ferromagnet
ism. More recently, Lambert 13] reached the same con
clusion in related to optically pumped gases. 

The interest in the interaction between atoms and 
substances containing polarized electrons is increasing. 
For example, D'yakonov and Perel'(4] analyzed the inter
action between impurity centers and an electron gas in 
a semiconductor polarized by optical pumping. Ivanter[5] 
considered the interaction of muonium with magnetized 
substances. However, the exchange field was ignored 
in these investigations. 

In the present paper we shall use the example of the 
interaction of muonium and positronium with substances 
containing polarized electrons to derive the equations of 
motion for the spin density matrix of atoms. We shall 
show that allowance for the effective field G alters con
siderably the frequency of precession of a !-L+ meson 
compared with the results obtained in [5]. We shall also 
demonstrate that, in contrast to the usual field B, the 
field G gives rise to the linear Zeeman effect in pos
itronium. 

2. Let us assume that an atom of, say, muonium or 
positronium interacts with a magnetized substance, i.e., 
with a medium containing polarized electrons. We shall 
first consider the interaction of atoms with a polarized 
gas. In this case, we can use the highly developed den
sity matrix theory which describes the shifts and broad
ening of the atomic levels because of collisions in a 
polarized mediumy,5] According to this theory, the 
spin density matrix of an atom in an s state is described 
by 

dp t ilp 
-=--(Hp-pH+)+(-) , 
dt Ii dt c 

(1) 

where H = (1/4)hwo(1l(12 - !-LlO"lB - iJ. 20"2B - (1/2)ir, Wo is 
the hyper fine splitting frequency, iJ.l is the magnetic 
moment of an electron, iJ.2 is the magnetic moment of a 
iJ." meson (or of a positron or a nucleus with spin 1/2), 
r is the decaying part of the Hamiltonian. If, for ex
ample, in the case of positronium I CPn) are the eigen
functions of the operator (1/4)hwoC7l0"2, it follows that 
r!CPn) = rnICPn)l, where rn is the decay width of triplet 
or singlet states. The term (dp/dt)c describes the col
lision-induced change in the density matrix of an atom. 
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The expression for (dp/dt)c was first derived for a 
polarized gas in [5] from an analysis of spin-exchange 
collisions of two hydrogen-like atoms. Using the results 
of this analysis, we can write the collision term (dP/dt)c 
in the following form (for the sake of simplicity we shall 
assume that the atoms in the medium have one unpaired 
electron each and there is no spin -orbit scattering): 

{ dP)'ia 1 - =-. [a,P,p]+,--{-3p+O,mPO,m+O,Pp+po,P-ie •• ,o,.Po .. p,J, 
dt c 2 4T, 

(2) 

where Enst is a totally antisymmetric unit tensor, P is 
the polarization vector of the electrons in the medium, 
Tl is the spin-exchange relaxation time, 

11T, =(vNo.,), (3) 

< ) represents averaging over the relative velocities 
v of the motion of a given atom (mesic atom) and atoms 
(electrons) in the medium, N is the density of atoms in 
the medium, O"SF is the cross section for the exchange 
scattering accompanied by spin flip: 

OSF=-{- S dQI/,-/,I'= ~, t (21+1) sin' (11,'-11.') , (4) ,-. 
f3 and 51 are the amplitude and phase of the triplet 
scattering of an atom (mesic atom) by an atom (electron), 
in a gas, fl and 51 are the corresponding parameters of 
the singlet scattering, a is the spin-exchange interaction 
constant: 

a= < ~~~ t (2l+1) sin 2(11,'-11,') ). 
,-. 

(5) 

The processes resulting in the loss of an atom (mesic 
atom) as a result of detachment of an electron or a 
chemical reaction, which are independent of the spin 
state of the colliding atoms, may be included in the def
inition of the decay width r and, therefore, these pro
cesses are ignored in the expression for (dp/dt)c' How
ever, if inelastic processes depend on the spin state of 
the colliding particles, the phases 5 become complex. 
For the sake of simpliCity we shall exclude this case 
from our consideration. 

Substituting Eq. (2) into Eq. (1), we obtain the 
following equation for the spin denSity matrix of an atom 
(muonium, positronium) 

dp i + f . at =- h(Herrp-pH err) + v.{-3p+o,mpo, .. +o,Pp+po,P-te •• ,oInPo,.P,J, 

(6) 

where Heff denotes the effective Hamiltonian of an atom 
in a medium defined by 
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According to Eqs. (6) and (7), an electron of an atom - (m = 0) should reveal two maxima separated by an 
(mesic atom) is acted upon not only by the magnetic field interval equal to the difference between the levels 
B but also by an additional field proportional to the de- Em = ± 1. In order to estimate the order of magnitude 
gree of polarization of electrons in the medium and of the splitting, we shall use the data on the conversion 
governed by the amplitudes of the Coulomb exchange cross section of positronium in oxygen. According to the 
interaction. It should be noted that although Eqs. (2)- (7) I results reported in (9,12), this cross section is dominated 
have been derived for a gas, they may be applied to the by the collisions involving electron exchange and its 
interaction of an atom with a polarized gas of electrons value is ~ c:; 3.6 X 10-19 cm2. If we assume that the main 
in a semiconductor if the scattering amplitudes are under- contribution to the scattering is made by the s waves 
stood to be the amplitudes of the scattering of an atom (for positronium the velocity is v c:; 6.6 X 106 cm/sec 
by electrons in the medium. In the general case of an land the wavelength is A = 10-6 cm, which is much greater 
arbitrary medium, the exchange field still acts on atomic than the dimensions of gas atoms), we find from Eqs. 
electrons but the actual expression for the constant a (4) and (5) that the order of magnitude of the exchange 
governing the exchange field is generally unknown (for constant is 
example, in the case of an atom at rest in a medium, this 
constant is governed by the overlap integral, which may 
be compared with the case of ferromagnetism). [7] 

3. We shall now consider the action of the exchange 
field on positronium. It is well known (S,9) that because 
the signs are opposite and the absolute values of the 
magnetic moments of an electron and a positron are 
equal, the positronium states with magnetic quantum 
numbers m = + 1 and m = - 1 are not split in the mag
netic field B. However, we can easily show that such 
splitting may be caused by the exchange field. For the 
sake of simplicity, we shall assume that the real part 
of the scattering amplitude is much greater than its 
imaginary part so that a » l/TI (an estimate of the 
order of magnitude of the spin-exchange interaction 
constant a and of the spin-exchange relaxation time T, 
will be given later). Therefore, ignoring in Eq. (6) the 
terms proportional to l/T" we obtain the following equa
tion for the density matrix of an atom 

dp t + 
-;F=-T(Heffp-pHeff ), (8) 

i.e., in the case under consideration we can describe the 
action of a medium on positronium by the effective 
Hamiltonian Heff. If we select the quantization axis 
along the field B and if we assume that the vector of the 
steady-state polarization of the medium is also directed 
along B, we find that Heff becomes 

H eff='/.lioooo.O,-JLleff(B) o"B- JL,o"B-'/ ,ir, (9) 

where the effective moment of an electron in the medium 
is 

(10) 
We can see that because of the exchange interaction 

the effective magnetic moment of an electron belonging 
to an atom is not equal to its vacuum value iJ.,. Since 
1 iJ.leffl i' 1 iJ.21, the splitting is now allowed. Using the 
well-known solution of the problem of behavior of a sys
tem of two spins of different moments bound by the 
hyperfine interaction and subjected to an external mag
netic field, [10,11] we obtain the following expression for 
the positronium levels: 

1100. 1Ia 
Em-""=-4-=F-ZP. (11) 

The difference between these levels is 

Em~+.-Em~_.=-IiCf.P (12) 

and it is governed solely by the exchange interaction. 
The presence of a nonzero difference between the levels 
Em = ± 1 means that a study of a reduction in the con
tribution of 3y collisions to the spectrum of annihilation 
quanta considered as a function of the frequency of an 
alternating field inducing the transitions (m = ± 1) 
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and that a c:; 102T~', i.e., the condition a » l/T I is 
satisfied. For a gas with N = 10Is_10'9 cm-3 the fre
.quency difference of interest to us is 

(13) 

and it depends strongly on the degree of polarization of 
electrons in a gas (or a condensed substance). If P = 1, 
we find that b.w = 10s_109 sec-I. 

4. We shall now consider the equations which de
scribe the evolution of the polarization characteri.stics 
of muonium in a magnetized substance. In order to do 
this, we shall multiply Eq. (6) by a, and calculate the 
trace. In this way, we obtain 

dP. 000 21lt P.-P p. --=-- Tr [o,xo2 ]p-" [BXPtl-cx[PXPtl-----, 
dt 2 it T. 't 

(14) 

where P, = Tr~IP is the polarization vector of a muonium 
electron and T is the muonium lifetime. 

Multiplying Eq. (6) by a2 , we obtain an equation which 
describes the evolution of the polarization vector P2 of 

+ a-iJ. meson: 

dP, 00, 21'" P, --=- Tr[o.o,]p---[BP,]--. 
dt 2 Ii 't 

Multiplying finally Eq. (6) by ~'m0'2A' we obtain the 
following equation for the correlation tensor 
QmA = Tr~,m~2AP: 

(15)* 

dQm. 00. 2/-11 2/-1. -at = 28mh(P.-P,)n-T8mlnB,Q""-Cf.8m,·P,Q"-T8"JJ,Qm' 

(16) 

where EmAn is a totally antisymmetric unit tensor. 

Comparing Eqs. (14) and (16) with the phenomenolog
ical equations (5) and (6) in Ivanter's paper, [5] we find 
that our Eqs. (14) and (16) differ by the presence of 
terms proportional to the exchange constant a and de
scribing the action of the exchange field on the electron 
spin. (The physical origin of this field is the fact that in 
the exchange scattering the change from the direction of 
the spin of an atomic electron to the direction of the 
spin of an electron in the medium is accompanied by the 
rotation of the spin of the atomic electron about the 
polarization vector of the electron in the m ooium. The 
coherent addition of these elementary rotations results 
in the precession of the spin of the atomic electron in 
the effective field governed by the exchange interaction). 
It also follows from Eqs. (14) and (16) that in tlie case of 
interactions of muonium with a gas (including a gas 
electrons in a semiconductor) and spin relaxation solely 
because of the spin exchange (no spin-orbit scattering), 
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the phenomenological constants II and f introduced in [5] 

are equal: II =f = (1/2)Tl . 

If the magnetic field B and the polarization vector of 
electrons in the medium P are oriented along the same 
direction, we find that-as mentioned in Sec. 3 and as 
follows directly from Eqs. (14) and (16)-the action of the 
exchange field can be regarded as a change in the mag
netic moment of an electron in the medium. In this case, 
Eqs. (14) and (16) generalized to arbitrary media can be 
written in the form 

dP, cu, 2J.Lleff [f ] P. """dt--TTr,[a.a,lp--. -h-[BP.I-2v P.--:;-P -~,\,(17) 

dQm1 cu. 2J.Lleff 2J.L' 
-;U-=2"8mln(P.-P.)n--h-8m·..B·Q"-TeurJ3.Qm. 

(18) 

Since these expressions are identical with the equations 
discussed in [51, their solutions are given by Eqs. (13)
(19) in [5] (we must bear in mind that the magnetic 
moment of an electron is now iJ.leffJ; it is sufficient to 
redefine the constants .~ and w' in [5, which now become 

(19) 

It should be noted (Sec. 3) that the exchange constant a 
is generally much greater than the relaxation constants. l ) 
In this case, muonium in a polarized medium can be 
described by an effective Hamiltonian of the type given 
by Eq. (9) and the energy spectrum of this Hamiltonian 
is 

(20) 

where the subscript F in EF, mF is the total moment of 
muonium and mF is its projection along the quantization 
axis; the constant r describing the width of the levels is 
omitted (for the sake of simplicity). 

The positions of the energy levels of muonium in a 
medium depend on the exchange field [Eq. (20)). Since 
the difference between the energies of the levels gives 
rise to precession frequencies of the spin of a Il + 

meson, [13] the exchange field can be studied not only by 
measuring the splitting of the muonium levels by reso
nance methods but also by investigating the two-frequency 
precession of this mesonY3] By way of example, we 
shall consider the case when the splitting of the muonium 
levels in fields is much less than the hyperfine splitting. 
Applying Eq. (20)1 we can use the twO-frequency pre
cession approach 13] 

cu= E",-E,._, Q = 2E".- (E",+E,,_.) 
2h 2h 

to obtain the following expressions for the precession 
frequencies of a Il + meson: 

Q= (J.Lleff-J.L.)'B' . 
h' , cu. 

(21) 

it is worth recalling that Illeff = III + haP/2B. 

According to Eq. (21), we can select such a value of 
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the field B in which Illeff = -1l2 and the frequency w 
vanishes. In this case, the precession of a iJ.+ meson 
has a very low frequency: n = 4~B2 /h2wo. In the op
posite case of strong fields, we obtain 

(22) 

These formulas also apply in the case when only the 
field B is high and the exchange field is arbitrary. It 
follows from Eq. (22) that the shift of the energy levels 
and, consequently, of the precession frequencies of a iJ. + 
meson is proportional to the exchange constant a and to 
the degree of polarization P, and in the latter case it 
does not contain the factor Wo [compare with Eq. (20) 
in Ivanter' s paper [51. 

The authors are grateful to I. I. Gurevich for valuable 
discussions. 

._ .. *[u,u21 == u, X U2' 

I)Near the particular value of the phase difference Il~ - Il~ = rr/2 [see Eqs. 
(3)-(5)1 in the case of s-type scattering the exchange constant ex may be 
also much smaller than I /T ,. 
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